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Simple matrix languages and right-linear simple matrix languages are 
defined as subfamilies of matrix languages by putting restrictions on the form 
and length (degree) of the rewriting rules associated with matrix grammars. 
For each n ~> 1, let ~9~(n)[N(n)] be the class of simple matrix languages [right- 
linear simple matrix languages] of degree n, and let 
-9°= U £g(n)[~ = U ~(n) ] .  
It is shown that £t(1)[~(l)] coincides with the class of context-free languages 
[regular sets] and that ~9' is a proper subset of the family of languages accepted 
by deterministic linear bounded automata, It is proved that ~(n)[~(n)] forms 
a hierarchy of classes of languages in ~9°[~]. The closure properties and decision 
problems associated with ,9°(n), ,.9", ~(n), and ~ are thoroughly investigated. 
Let ~9'~[~8] be the bounded languages in Z~'[~]. It is shown that ~9' B = ~B 
and that most of the positive closure and decision results which are true for 
bounded context-free languages are carried over in ~B. A characterization f 
~B as the smallest family of languages which contains the bounded context-free 
languages and which is closed under the operations of union and intersection 
is proved. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, a number of new families of languages which are richer 
than context-free languages has been introduced and studied, such as context- 
sensitive languages [11] and indexed languages [2]. In [1], Abraham intro- 
duced the concept of a matrix language in his study of some questions 
related to language theory. The purpose of the present investigation is to 
study a restricted family of matrix languages called simple matrix languages. 
This family properly contains the context-free languages and is richer than 
the family of equal matrix languages reported in [15]. 
The paper is divided into six sections. Section 1 contains basic notations 
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and definitions and introduces imple matrix languages (right-linear simple 
matrix languages) and relates them with context-free languages (regular sets) 
over the direct product of free monoids and with the family of deterministic 
linear bounded automata. 
In Section 2, a hierarchy of classes in the family of simple matrix languages 
(right-linear simple matrix languages) is established. In Section 3, the positive 
closure properties of simple matrix languages (right-linear simple matrix 
languages) are given. In particular, it is shown that simple matrix languages 
(right-linear simple matrix languages) are closed under the operations of 
substitution by context-free languages (regular sets), union, transposition, 
intersection with regular sets, sequential transducer mapping, and mapping 
and pseudoinverse mapping by a nondeterministic generalized sequential 
machine. 
In Section 4, negative results are presented, it is proved that simple matrix 
languages and right-linear simple matrix languages are not closed under the 
operations of intersection, complementation, concatenation, and closure. The 
existence of a context-free language which is not a right-linear simple matrix 
language is also proved. 
In Section 5, a result which connects imple matrix languages with semi- 
linear sets is derived. Bounded simple matrix languages are considered and 
are shown to be the smallest family of languages containing the bounded 
context-free languages which is closed with respect to finite union and inter- 
section. In section 6, decision questions associated with the languages under 
study are briefly investigated. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS 
An alphabet is a finite nonempty set of symbols. Let Z be an alphabet. 
A word over X is a finite (possibly empty) sequence of symbols in Z. The 
empty  word  will be denoted by A. The set of all words including the empty 
word will be denoted by Z*. An n-tuple of words over Z is an n-tuple 
(x  l ,..., x~) where each x~ is a word in Z. We make no distinction between a
1-tuple of word and a word. The set of all n-tuples of words over 2J is 
Z* × "" x Z* (n times) and is written [Z*] ~. 
Let x ~ a la  ~ "" a,n and y = bib 2 "" b~ be words over 27, each ai in Z,  
bi in Z ,  1 <~ i <~ rn, 1 <~ j <~ n. 
(1) The concatenation of x and y is the word xy  = al "'" arab1 "'" b,. 
We note that xA = Ax = x for every x in Z*. 
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(2) x z is defined inductively as follows: x ° = x and x ~+1 = x~x. 
(3) The  transpose of x is the word x r = a~ -'" a 1 . We have A r = A 
and a r = a for every a in 27. 
(4) The  length of x, denoted by Ig(x), is the number  of occurrences of 
symbols of 27 in x. Thus,  Ig(a 1 "" a~) -= m and Ig(A) = O. 
Let X and Y be sets of words. 
(5) The  concatenation of X and Y is the set XY = {xy 1 x in X, y in Y}. 
(6) The  transpose of X is the set X r = {x r [ x in X}. 
(7) Let X ° = {A}. For i />  0, let X i+l = XiX .  
The closure of X is the set X*  = [,Ji~>0 X~ (* is sometimes called the star 
operator). 
Concatenation, transposition, and closure for n-tuples of words and sets 
of n-tuples of words are defined in the same manner  except that the operations 
are done componentwise. 
We now define the not ion of a matrix grammar as developed in [1]. 
DEFINITION. Let n >/ 1. A matrix grammar of degree n (n - MG,  for short) 
is a 4-tuple G~ = (V,  P,  S, 27), where 
(1) V is a finite nonempty set of nonterminal symbols; 
(2) 22 is a finite nonempty set of terminal symbols, Vv5 27 = 2;1; 
(3) S in V is the start symbol; 
(4) P is a finite set of matrix rewriting rules of the form [A 1 --~ w 1 ,..., 
Ak -+w~] ,  where 1 ~k  ~<n and for 1 ~<i~<k,  A i i s  in Vand w i i s  in 
(v u z)*. 
We describe how G n generates words over 27*. 
DEFINITION. Let G~ = (V, P, S, 2J) be an n -MG.  For a, fi in (Vu  X)*, 
let a ~ fi if there exist k >~ 1, cq .... , ak+l , xl ,..., xk , Wl .... , wl~ , Yl  .... , Yk in 
(V LA 27)*, A 1 ..... A k in V such that (1) a 1 = % ak+z = fi; (2) ai = x iA iy~,  
ai+ 1 = x,w~y~ for 1 ~ i ~ k; (3) [A~ --~ w 1 ,..., A n --~ w~] is in P. Let a % 13 
if there exist r > 0, %,  a 1,..., a, such that % = ~, a r = fi, and ai ~ ~+1 
for 0 ~< i < r. The  language generated by G~ is L(G~) = {x in 27* L S ~:> x} 
and is called the matrix language of degree n (or n -ML)  generated by G~.  
L _C 2J* is an n -ML  if and only if there exists an n -M G G~ such that L = L(G~). 
t Z denotes the empty set. 
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EXAMPLE. Let G 4 = ({A1, A2, Aa, A4, As} , p, A1, {0, 1}}, where 
P = {[& -~ &&&&] ,  [& -+ o&,  & -+ &o,  & ~ &o,  & ~ o&], 
[Az --~ 1A2, A~ --+ As1 , A 4 --+ A41 , A 5 ~ 1As] , [A~ --~ A, A~ -+ A, A~ -+ A, 
A~ --, A]}. Then G, is a4 -MG,  andL(G~) = {xxTxrx [ xin{0, 1}*}. 
Remark. A context-free grammar or CFG is a matrix grammar of degree 1, 
i.e., all the matrix rewriting rules have length 1. The language associated with 
a CFG is called a context-free language or CFL. In the case of a CFG,  ive need 
not carry the brackets around each rule. The language L(G4) in the above 
example is not a CFL,  therefore, matrix grammars have more generating 
power than context-free grammars. 
In this paper, we shall be concerned with a subfamily of matrix grammars. 
These are grammars which have certain restrictions on the lengths of the 
matrix rewriting rules and the mode of derivations of words. 
DEFINITION. Let n ) 1. A simple matrix grammar of degree n (or n-SMG) 
is an (n q- 3)-tuple G~ = (V  1 ,..., V~, P, S, 27}, where 
(1) V z ,..., V~ are finite nonempty pairwise disjoint sets of nonterminal 
symbols; 
(2) Z is a finite nonempty set of terminal symbols, 27 ~ Vj = Z for 
1 ~j~n;  
(3) S is not in V z k) "" k) V~ kd 27 and is called the start symbol; 
(4) P is a finite set of matrix rewriting rules of the form: 
(a) [S --+ w], where w is in 21". 
(b) [S --* xnAnx12A12 "" Xl~Ale ".. x~lA~l ... x,~Anky], where k ) 1, 
y is in 27", and for 1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j  ~ k, Aij  is in V i and xi3"is in 27*. 
(c) [A 1 -+ w 1 ,..., A n --+ w~], where fo r l  ~ i ~ n, _d i is in Vi and w i 
is in 21". 
(d) [A 1 --+ xnAnx~2A~2 "" Xl~A~y 1 ..... A** ~ X~lAnz  "'" x~kA~y~], 
where k ~ 1 and for 1 ~< i <~ n, 1 ~ j ~< k, y~, x~ are in 27* and A i ,  Ai j  
are in Vi .  
DEFINITION. Let G~ = (V  1 .... , V~, P, S, 21} be an n-SMG. For a,/3 in 
(V z k) "" u V~ U Z ~d {S})*, let ~ ~/3  if either (1) or (2) holds: 
(1) ~ = S and [S -+/3] is in P. 
(2) There exist Yl .... ,y~ in Z*, w 1 ,..., w~, z 1 ,..., z n each w~, z, in 
(Viu21)*, AI , . . . ,An each A i in Vi such that a =yld iz l . . . y~d~z~,  
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= y lw lz l  "'" y~w~z~, and [A 1 --~ w 1 ,..., An ~ w~] is in P. Let ~ %/3  if 
there exist r >0,  % .... ,~  such that % =~,  ~=/3 ,  and o~ c~+ 1 for 
0 <~ i < r. The language generated by Gn is L(G~) = {x in 27* ] S % x} and 
is called the simple matrix language of degree n (or n-SML)  generated by G,~. 
L __C 27* is an n -SML if and only if there exists an n -SMG G~ such that 
L = L(G.) .  
An important subfamily of simple matrix grammars which we shall also 
consider is the following. 
DEFINITION. Let n >/ 1. A right-linear simple matrix grammar of degree n 
(abbreviated, n-RLS2kIG) is an (n @ 3)-tuple G~ : <V 1 ,..., V~, P, S, 27>, 
where V 1 ,..., V~, 2J, S have the same significance as is an n -SMG and P is a 
finite set of matrix rewriting rules of the form: 
(1) [S ~ w], where w is in 27*. 
(2) IS -+ xllAllx~2A~z "" x~kA~ "'" x , lA~l  "'" x~A~y] ,  where k >~ 1, 
y is in 2J*, and for 1 ~ i ~< n, 1 ~< j ~< k, A,j  is in V, and x~j is in 27*. 
(3) [A1 -+ wl ,..., Am ~ w~], where for 1 ~< i ~< n, wi is in 2*  and A~ 
is in Vi .  
(4) [ti s -+ x lB 1 .... , A~ --+ x~Bn], where for 1 ~ i ~ n, x~ is in 2J* and 
A~, Bi are in Vi • 
The language generated by an n -RLSMG will be called a right-linear simple 
matrix language of degree n (or n-RLSML) .  
Remark. Every n -SML is an n-ML,  and every CFG can be reduced to a 
1-SMG. Thus, the class of 1-SML's is just the class of CFL's.  Also, the class 
of 1 -RLSML's  is precisely the class of right-linear context-free languages 
(RLCFL's) which is just the class of regular sets. z RLCFL 's  (~ regular sets) 
are those languages generated by CFG's  with right linear rules. Recently, 
a subfamily of simple matrix languages called equal matrix languages appeared 
in the literature [15]. This subfamily is essentially the family of right linear 
simple matrix languages. We shall show in Section 4 that there are CFL 's  
which are not right linear simple matrix languages and therefore not equal 
2 A finite automaton is a 5-tuple A = <K, 27, M, qo, F),  where K and 27 are finite 
nonempty sets of states and inputs, respectively, q0 in K is the start state, F C_ K is 
the set of final states, and M is a function from K × 27 into K. M is extended into 
a function from K × 27* into K as follows: M(q, A) = A, M(q, xa) = M(M(q, x), a) 
for all x in 27", a in X, and q in K. L _C 27* is a regular set if and only if there exists 
a finite automaton A = <K, 27, M, qo, F> such thatL = T(A) = {x in Z'* I M(qo, x) inF}. 
Regular sets are discussed in [8, 13]. 
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matrix languages. This result was not shown in [15]. The language in the 
previous example is a 4-SML generated by G~ = ({A2}, {A3}, {A4}, {As},P, 
A1, Z )  with P defined in the example. Thus, again, simple matrix grammars 
have more generating power than context-free grammars. 
We have defined a simple matrix grammar and thus a simple matrix 
language by putting essentially two types of restrictions on the definition of 
a matrix grammar. One type of restriction is on the form of the rewriting 
rules and the other type of restriction is on the way the words of the language 
are generated. In an n-SMG G~ = (V 1 ..... V~, P, S, 27), each rule in P of 
the form [//1 ~ ~°1 ,...,//~--+ °Jn] satisfies the conditions that (1) for each 
1 ~ i ~ n, A i and the nonterminals in ~o i are in Vi ,  and (2) for 1 ~ i, j ~ n, 
the number of nonterminals in ~oi is equal to the number of nonterminals 
in oJ~. Derivation of words in Gn is defined by the relation ~.  (3) Intuitively, 
=~ fi if fi can be obtained from oc using a rule which replaces the leftmost 
nonterminal in each of the n "disjoint subwords" of a (see the formal definition 
of ~). 
Restriction (2) is essential in the sense that there is a 2-MG satisfying only 
(1) and (3) and which generates a nonsimple matrix language. Consider 
G2 = ({//1, A2}, {Bi, B2} , P, S, {a, b, c}), where P = {[S ~//~//2B1B2], 
[S--~ A], [//~ -~ a//lb , B~ --~ BIB1], [//~ -,- ab, B~ --+ B1], [//2 -->" c//2, B~ -+//],  
[A2 --~ A~//2, B2 --+ BIB2], [-/13 --" A, Bz -+ A]}. Clearly, L(G2) = 
{ anbncn I n >/ 1}* which is not a simple matrix language as we shall see in 
Section 4 (Theorem 4.6.). 
Now suppose in Gn, we impose only restrictions (1) and (2) and that the 
application of a rule in a derivation of/3 from a need not be a replacement of
the leftmost nonterminal in each of the n disjoint subwords of ~. With these 
conditions, we shall see that a nonsimple matrix language can be generated. 
Let G 2 =({A 1,A2,Aa}, {B1,B 2 ,B  n ,B  4,B5}, P, S, {a,b,c}), where 
P = {[S --- A], [S ~ AI//2AnB~B,B J , [//~ --~ an~, Bi  --+ B21, [A 2 -+ bA2, 
B2 --~ Bn], [An --~ cAn, Bn --~ B~], [A~ --+ a, B~ --+ A], [//2 -~ b, B a --+ A], 
[An --~ c, B5 --* A], [A n -+ cA~A2An, B5 --~ BiB4B~]}. Then L(G2) ---- 
{anb~c ~] n >/ 1}* which is again not a simple matrix language. Thus, restric- 
tion (3) is also essential in the definition of a simple matrix language. 
It can be shown that restrictions (2) and (3) can be removed without 
altering the family of right-linear simple matrix languages. 
In [9, 10J, the notions of an n-context-free language and an n-right-linear 
context-free language were introduced in the study of multitape pushdown 
automata nd multitape finite automata. We shall show that n-context-free 
languages (n-right-linear context-free languages) are related in a natural way 
to n-SML's (n-RLSML's). 
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Notation. Let Z be an alphabet and n be a positive integer. For each a in Z 
and 1 ~< i ~< n, let [a, i] be an abstract symbol. Let Z~ be the set of all such 
abstract symbols. The mapping ~-~ from Z~* into [Z*] n is defined as follows: 
(1) r~(A) = (A,..., A) (n-occurences of A), 
(2) For each [a, i] in Z~, let r~([a, i]) = (A,..., a,..., A) (with n --  1 
occurrences of A and a occurring in the i-th coordinate), 
(3) For each ~1 ,..-, ~ in Z n (m/> 1) let %(~1 "'" ~m) = ~'~(al) "'" ~'n(~) 
(Thus, 7~(~l "'" ~)  = (xl ,'-', x~) for some (xl .... , x~) in [Z*]~). 
EXAMPLE. I f  Z = {a, b} and n = 2, then Z 2 = {[a, 1], [a, 2], [b, 1], [b, 2]} 
and z,~([a, 1][b, 2][b, 1]) = (a, A)(A,  b)(b, A) = (ab, b), -r~a((ab, b)) = 
{[a, 1][b, 2][b, 1], [a, 1][b, 1][b, 2], [b, 2][a, 1][b, 1]}. 
DEFINITION. A subset L _C [X*] ~ is called an n-context-free language or 
n-CFL (n-right-linear context-free language or n-RLCFL)  if and only if there 
exists a CFL  (RLCFL,  or alternatively, a regular set) L '  __C Z~* such that 
L = r,(L'). 
Remark. In [14], n -RLCFL 's  were called n-regular sets and were studied 
in connection with multitape finite automata. 
We now relate n-CFL's  (n-RLCFL's)  with n-SML's  (n-RLSML's).  
LEMMA 1.1. I f L  C_ [2:*] ~ is an n-CFL, then the set L'  = {xl "" x~ I (xl ,..., x~) 
in L} is an n -SML.  Furthermore, an n -SMG G~ generating L' can be effectively 
constructed. 
Proof. Let G = (V ,P ,  S, Xn) be a CFG such that 7 . (L (G) )= L. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the rules in P are of the form 
A -+ x or A --~ BC, where A, B, C are in V and x is in X,* [5]. For each A 
in V, let (A, 1) ..... (A, n) be abstract symbols. Let S' be a new symbol. Define 
an n-SMG G,  = <g~ ,..., V , ,  P' ,  S', Z) ,  where V, = {(A, i) 1A in V) for 
1 <~ i <~ n, and P '  is defined as follows: 
(1) IS' --~ (S, 1)(S, 2) "'" (S, n)] is in P' .  
(2) For all A, B, C in V, if A ~ B C is in P, then let [(A, 1) -+ (B, 1)(C, 1), 
.... (A, n) ~ (B, n)(C, n)] be in P' .  
(3) For each A in V and x in Z~* if A ~ x is in P, then let 
[(A, 1) ---> p~(~-~(x)),..., (d, n) --~ p~(rn(x)) ] be in P', where for 1 ~ i ~< n, 
p~ is a mapping from [Z*] ~ into Z* defined by: p,(x~ ,..., x~) = x~ for each 
(x~ ,..., x~) in [Z*]% Clearly, L(G~) = {xl "" x~/(x~ ,..., Xn) in %(L(G)) = 
L} = L'.  
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LEMMA 1.2. I f L  C_ X* is an n -SML,  then there exists an n -CFLL '  C [X*] n 
such thatL  = {xl "" x ,  [ (xl,..., x , )  inL'}. Moreover, a CFG G = (V ,  P' ,  S, Z~} 
can be effectively constructed such that L'  =- -r~(L(G)). 
Proof. Let G~ = <V 1 ,..., V . ,  P, S, X) be an n-SMG such thatL =L(G, ) .  
Define a CFG G = (V, P' ,  S, 27~), where V = V1 × "'" × V~ u (S} and 
P '  is defined as follows: 
(1) For each w in X*, if [S -+ w] is in P, then let S ~ ~ be in P '  for 
each ~ in ~-~I((A,..., A, w)). 
(2) Fork  >/ 1, y in 27*, x~j in X*, ~/~j in Vi (1 ~<i~<n,  1 ~<j~<k) ,  
if [S -+ xlaAllX12Aa2 "'" x leAlk "'" x~zA~ 1 "'" x~/t~7~y] is in P, then let 
S ~ ~[A~,  &~ ,..., &d  ~[A I~,  &~ ,..., A,~] "" ~[A~,  A~ ,..., &~]  ~+~ 
be in P '  for each ~a in ~-~l((xa~. ,.. , x~3-)) and ~k+l in ~-~I((A,..., A, y)). 
(3) For each Ai in V~ and w i in Z* (1 ~ i ~ n), if [A~--~ w~,..., A~-+ w,~] 
is in P, then let [A 1 ,..., A,,] ~ ~ be in P'  for each ~ in ,~1 ((wl ,-.., w~)). 
(4) For k /> 1,y~in27*, x~jinX*, A~jin V~ (1 ~< i ~< n, 1 ~<j ~< h), if 
[A 1 -+ x~lAllx12Al~ "" x~A~y~ ,..., A~ ~ x~A,ax~zA~2 "" x~A~y~]  is in P, 
then let [A~ ,..., A~] ~ ~[AI~, A~z ,..., A~] c~z[A~z , Az2 ,..., A~2] "" ~[A~,  
Az~ .... ,5/~e]~+~ be in P '  for each ~. in ,~((x~ ..., x~)) and c~+~ in 
~-~((y~ ,..., y~)). It  is easily verified that L = L(G, )  = (x~ ..- x ,  I (x~ ,..., x~) 
in "~(L(G)) = L'}. 
Combining Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, we have: 
THEOREM 1.1. L C X* is an n -SML i f  and only i f  there exists an n-CFL 
L'  _C [Z*] ~ such that L = {xl "'" x ,  [ (x 1 ,..., x , )  inL'}. 
The proofs of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 can be easily modified to give the follow- 
ing result. 
THEOREM 1.2. L C X* is an n -RLSML i f  and only i f  there exists an 
n -RLCFLL '  C IX*] ~ such that L = {x z ."  x~ I (xl ,..., x~) inL'}. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let X = {a}. I f L  C Z*  is an n -SML,  thenL  is a regular 
set. 
Proof. Since L is an n-SML, there exists a CFG G = < V, P, S, X~), 
X~ = {[a, i] ] 1 ~< i ~ n} such that L = {xl "'" x~ ] (x 1 .... , x~) in ~-~(L(G))} 
(by Theorem 1.1). We may assume that the rules in P are of the form A -+ x 
or A --+ BC,  where x is in 27~* and A,  B, C are in V. Define a CFG G' = 
<V, P',  S, {a}), where P '  is defined by cases. 
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(1) For each A in V, i fA  --+ A is in P, then let A -+ A be in P'. 
(2) For all A, B, C in V, if A ---* BC is in P, then let A ~ BC be in P'. 
(3) For h ~> 1, 1~< ij ~ n (1 <~j <~ k), and each A in V, if 
A--* [a, il][a, is] "'" [a, ik] is in P, then let A--~ a ~ be in P'. Clearly, 
L = L(G'). The corollary now follows from the well-known fact that a context- 
free language over a single symbol is a regular set [5]. 
COROLLARY 1.2. For each n-SMG G~ = <V 1 ,..., V,,, P, S, X} and x in 
~*, it is recursively solvable 3 to determine whether x is in L(G~). Furthermore, 
it is recursively solvable to determine whether L(G~) is empty, finite, or infinite. 
Pro@ Let G = <V,P ' ,  S ' ,Z~} be a CFG such that L(G, )= 
{xl"'" xn [(xl ,..., x~) in %(L(G))}. Now let x be in 2J* and P(x) be the set of 
all n-tuples (xa ,..., x.) such that x = x~'"x~.  Since lg(x) is finite, P(x) is 
finite. Then ~-~l(P(x)) is finite. Hence, x is in L(G,~) if and only if there exists 
an a in ~-~l(P(x)) such that e¢ is in L(G). Since it is recursively solvable to 
determine whether an arbitrary word is in the language generated by a 
context-free grammar [5], the first part of the corollary follows. Now L(G~) 
is empty, finite, or infinite if and only ifL(G) is empty, finite, or infinite. This 
is again solvable since this problem is known to be solvable for context-free 
grammars [5]. 
We now use Theorem 1.1 to establish a connection between simple matrix 
languages and a well-known family of devices, the deterministic linear 
bounded automata. Intuitively, these devices are Turing machines [11] 
which are constrained to work on a finite input tape. The formal definition 
follows. 
DEFINITION. A deterministic linear bounded automaton (abbreviated, lba) 
is a 7-tuple A = (K, 1", ¢, 9, M, So, F) ,  where 
(1) K and F are finite nonempty sets (of states and inputs, respectively), 
with K c3 F = ~5, 
(2) s o in K (start state) and F C_ K (final states), 
(3) ¢ and $ are symbols not in K td 1", 
(4) M is a mapping from K × (FU {¢, 9}) into K × (1"k3 (¢, 9}) × 
{--1, 0, 1} satisfying the following requirements: For s and s' in K, a in 1", 
b in 1" u {¢, 9), and d in {--1, 0, 1}: 
a See [4] for the definition of recursively solvable problems. 
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(a) M(s, ¢) = (s', b, d) implies b = ¢ and d /> 0, 
(b) M(s, $) = (s', b, d) implies b = $, 
(c) M(s, a) = (s', b, d) impl ies  b in/1. 
DEFINITION. A configuration of a dlba A = (K ,  1 ~, ¢, $, M,  So, F )  is any 
element of (F  k) {¢, $})*K(F u {¢, $})*. A configuration a 1 .." a~_lsa ~ ... a,~, 
each a~. in /~ u {¢, $}, s in K is to be interpreted as the dlba A reading the i - th 
symbol of a 1 "" a~ in state s. 
We now describe a relation ~-  on configurations. 
DEFINITION. Let  A = (K ,  11, ¢, $, M,  so ,F )  be a dlba. Define the 
relation ~-- on configurations as follows. Let  u, v in (F  u {¢, $})*; a, b, c in 
/1 u {¢, $}; s, s' in K.  Then  
(1) ucsav ~-- us'cbv if M(s, a) = (s', b, - -1),  
(2) usav ~ us'bv if M(s, a) = (s', b, 0), 
(3) usav ~-- ubs'v if M(s, a) = (s', b, 1). 
For  configurations a and 13, we write a ~ 13 if and only if there exist r > 0 
and configurations % ,..., c~ such that ~0 = ~, ~ = 13, and a t v- -~+1 for 
O<~i<r .  
DEFINITION. A word w in F*  is accepted by a dlba A = (K ,  F, ¢, $, M,  
So, F )  if there exist s in F and v in (F  k) {¢, $})* such that so¢x$ ~ vs (note 
that by the constraints on M,  v is always of the form ¢y$ for some y in F*).  
The  set of all words accepted by A is denoted by T(A) .  
Notation. Let  X ~- {al .... , ak}. Then  Z'~ = {[ai , j ]  I 1 ~ i ~< k, 1 ~<j ~< n}. 
Order  the elements of 2J n as follows. For  [al ,  j ]  and [at, l] in 2J~, let 
[a t , j ]  < [a t , l ]  if either j < l or j = l and i < t. Let  [a~, j]  ~ [a t , l ]  if 
either [ai , j ]  ~ [at ,  l] or [a t , j ]  < [at ,  l]. For  m ~> 1, u 1 ,..., u~,  v 1 ,..., v~ 
in 2J~, let u 1 "" um < vlv 2 "'" v~ if there exists s(1 ~< s ~ m) such that 
u, < v~ and u,+ r <~ v~+ T for each r >/0  such that s + r ~< m. Clearly, there 
are A = (kn) m distinct words of length m in Z~*. For  each m >/ 1, let 2J~ ~ = 
{81 , 82 ..... 8a} be the set of all words of length m in 2J~* such that 81 < 82 < 
• .. <8  a . 
THEORE.~ 1.3. Let Z = {a 1 ,..., %}. I f  L C_ 2~* is an n -SML,  then a dlba 
B = (KB,  I"B, ¢, $, M~,  qo ,FB) can be effectively constructed such that 
T(B) = L. Moreover, there are sets accepted by dlba's which are not simple 
matrix languages. 
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Proof. We need only prove the first statement of the theorem since the 
second statement follows from Corollary 1.1 and the fact that there are 
nonregular sets over single-letter alphabets which are accepted by dlba's. 
By Theorem 1.1, there exists a context-free language L' C_ Z~* such that 
L = {x 1 " 'x ,  [ (x 1 ,..., x,) in ~-,(L')}, and a context-free grammar generating 
L' can be effectively constructed. Since for every context-free grammar G, 
we can effectively construct a dlba accepting L(G) [11], we can effectively 
construct a dlba A = (K,  _P, ¢, $, M, So, F> such that T(A) = L'. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that A is not in L. Then A is not in L'. 
For each x in Z'Z ,  let P(x) = {(Xl ,..., xn) lx = x~'"x~}. Intuitively, the 
dlba B operates as follows. Given x in Z'Z ,  lg(x) = m >/ 1, B successively 
generates each 3~ in Z~ m (1 ~< p ~ A) (we are using the notation above) and 
checks whether 3~ is in ~.~l (P(x)) n T(A). If there exists ~ in Zn m (1 ~ p ~< h) 
such that 8~ is in ,~l(P(x))(3 T(A), then B accepts the input; otherwise, 
B rejects the input. It is clear that B operating in this way would acceptL. We 
now define B formally. 
Let *, 13, q0, ql, qz, q3, q,,  q5, q6, t l ,  t~, t 8 , P l ,  P2 be new symbols not 
in (K k) ] 'k)  {¢, $}). For each 1 ~ i ~ k and each 1 ~ j  ~ n, let [t l , j ] ,  
[t2, j], [ta, j], [Pl ,  i, j], [pc, i, j] be abstract symbols. Let B = (KB,  -PB, ¢, 
$, MB, q0 ,F) ,  where KB = K u {q~ i 0 ~< i ~< 6} w {[tt ,j], [t~ ,j], [t 8 ,j] 1 
1 ~j  ~< n} W {[pl , i , J ] ,  [P2,i, J]  ] 1 ~< i ~< k, 1 ~ j  ~ n}, /'B = 
Z W {/3, *} × Z × Z~ × /" × {/3, *}, and MB is defined as follows (for ease of 
exposition, we describe MB in 4 phases). 
Phase 1 : Initialization 
Given x in Z'Z ,  lg(x) = m >/ 1, B begins by dividing the input tape into 
five tracks. Tracks 1 and 5 will initially contains all/3's (/3 stands for a blank). 
Track 2 will always contain x, and tracks 3 and 4 will initially contain the 
word 81 = [al, 1] "" [al, 1] in Zn TM. Thus, the track symbols of B are five- 
tuples, each component representing a symbol of one track. Upon completion 
of Phase 1, B then goes to Phase 2 in state [tl, 1]. 
For l  ~<i~k, (a l ,%,%,~,%) inF  B -Z :  
(1) M,(qo, 
(2) MB(q0, 
(3) MB(q0, 
(4) MB(q~, 
(5) M,(ql, 
¢) = (qo, ¢, 1); 
ai)  = (qo, (/3, az, [a l ,  1], [a~, 1], fi), 1); 
$) = (q~, $, -1) ;  
((XI, 0~2, 0~3, ~4, ~X5)) = (ql,  ((Xl, ~2, (X3, g4, iX5), --1);  
¢) = (It 1, 11, ¢, 1). 
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Phase 2: Comparison 
B checks whether the word 3~ (1 ~< p ~< A) which appears in tracks 3 and 4 
is in .c~(P(x)). If successful, B goes to Phase 4 in state So; otherwise, B goes 
to Phase 3 in state qa. 
For 1 <~ i <~ h, 1 ~ j, l < n, (~1, % , [ax , l], [ai , 1], %), (~,  c~, %,  %,  =s) 
in FB - -  27: 
(6) M~([tl ,j], (~ , ~ , [ai , l], [a~ , l], %) 
t([t 1 ,j], (~h,%. [a i ,  1], [ai, l], a~), 1) i f j  =/= l or % =. ,  
{ ([pl ,  i,j], (~ ,  ~3, [a~ ,j], [ai ,j], *), --1) i f j  = land % ----/3; 
(7) M~([pl, i,j], (~1, ~e, as, ~, ~5)) = ([Pa, ilj], (c% ~,  ~,  %, %), --1); 
(8) Mn([pl ,  i,j], ¢) = ([pz, i,j], ¢, 1); 
(9) M~([p2 , i,j], (~1, c~ , %,  %,  %)) 
I(Et8 ,Jl, (*, ~2, %, %,  %), -1 )  if c h = fl and ~z = a~, 
= l([p2, i , j ] ,  (~1, ~2, ~,  %,  %), 1) i f~ 1 = *, 
l(q~, (cq, %,  %,  %,  %), --1) if ~1 =/3  and % @ a~; 
(10) MB([p~, i,j], $) = (q2, $, --1); 
(11) MB([t~ ,j], (~1, ~2, %,  ~4, ~5)) = ([t~ ,j], (~1, ~2, ~3, ~4, ~5), --1); 
(12) M.(Et~ ,j], ¢) = ([t~ ,j], ¢, 1); 
(13) M.(Et I ,j], $) = ([t 2 ,j], $, --1); 
(14) M~([t~ ,j], (c~1, ~2, %,  %,  ~5)) = ([t2 ,j], (c~1, c~2, %,  %,  %), --1); 
t([t 1 , j  +11,  ¢,1) if j<n ,  
(15) MB([te ,j], ¢) = {(So ,¢,0)  if j=n;  
(16) MB(q2, (a~, ~z, ~a, ~4, %)) = (as,  (~ ,  a2, %, ~,  ~5), -1 ) ;  
(17) M~(q 2 , ¢) = (qa, ¢, 1). 
Phase 3: Modification of the Contents of Tracks 1, 3, 4, and 5 
Let 3~ (1 ~< p ~ A) be the word which appears in track 3 when B enters 
Phase 3. I fp  < )t, then (a) ~ in track 3 is replaced by 3~+a; (b) S~+1 is copied 
in track 4; (c) tracks 1 and 5 are filled with fl's, and (d) B goes to Phase 2 via 
state ql • I fp  = A, then B rejects the input in a nonfinal state q5 • 
For 1 <~ i <~ k, 1 <~ j <~ n, (c~1, %,  [a,, j ] ,  ~ , ~), (~1, ~2 , ~3, ~,  ~5) 
in F B -- 27: 
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( is)  M,(q~ , (~1, % , [a~ ,j], %,  %)) 
t 
(q4, (/3, ~2, [ai+l ,j], [a,+i ,j], fi), 1) if i < k, 
= (q4, (/~, ~2, [al , j  + 1], [al , j  ÷ 1],/3), 1) if i = k and j  < n, 
(qa, (fi, ~z, [a 1 , 1], [a~, 1], t3), 1) if i = h and j  = n; 
(19) MB(q4, (~ ,  %,  [a, ,j], %, %) = (q4, (fi, ~2, [a, ,j], [a, ,j],fi), 1); 
(20) Ms(q~, 9) = (q~, 9, - -1) ;  
(21) MB(qa, 9) = (qs, 9, 1). 
Phase 4: Simulation of A 
In this phase, B simulates the action of A on track 4 (leaving the contents of 
tracks 1, 2, 3, and 5 unaltered). I f  .//would go off the right end of the input in 
a final state, so would B; otherwise B would go to the left end of the input and 
enter Phase 3 via state q2 - 
For s in K, (~ ,  ~2, %,  ~4, %) in 2' 8 --  Z, d in {--1, 0, 1}: 
(22) MB(S, (c~1, ~2, aa, %,  %)) =- (s', (C~l, %,  %,  ~4', as), d) if M(s, %) 
= (s', %', d); 
(23) MB(s, $) : (s', 9, d)ifM(s, $) = (s', $, d) and either d ,=/= 1 or s' inF; 
(24) Ms(s, S) = (q2,9, --1) if M(s, $) :- (s', 9, 1) and s' not in F. 
In addition to the rules given above, let MB(r, y)-=-(%, ~,, 1) for all 
(r, 7) in K B × 1" 8 not previously defined (including r = q6). 
It is clear that MB is single-valued and B is a dlba. It is easily argued 
formally that T(B) = L. 
2. HIERARCHY OF CLASSES CF SIMPLE MATRIX LANGUAGES 
(RIGHT-LINEAR SIMPLE MATRIX LANGUAGES) 
In this section, we shall prove that there is a hierarchy of classes of languages 
generated by simple matrix grammars (right-linear simple matrix grammars). 
In order to do this, we must establish a necessary condition for a subset of 27* 
to be an n-SML (n-RLSML). First, we quote a lemma in [3]. 
LEMMA 2.1. For each infinite context-free language L, there exist integers p
and q with the property that each z in L, lg(z) ~ p, is of the form z -= xuwvy, 
where uv :/= A, Ig(uwv) ~ q, and xu~'wv~y is in L for each k ~ 1. 
We now prove an analog of this result for n-SML's. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let L C 27* be an infinite n-SLM. There exist integers p and 
q with the property that each z 1 in L, lg(zl) > p, is of the form zl = xa'ulwlv~x 2' 
t ! • "x~ u~w~v~xn+l, where ulv 1 ""u~vn ~ A, lg(uiwlv 1 " 'unw~%) <~ q and 
Xl' UlkWlVlkXa . . . .  X,'U~W~V~X'~+I is in L for each k >~ 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1, there exists a CFL  L'_C Z~* such that L = 
{~1 "'" ~,  I (~  .... , ~,) in , , (L ')}.  Clearly, L '  is infinite since L is. For  the CFL  
L' ,  let p and q have the same significance as in Lemma 2.1. Now let z I in L 
be such that lg(zl) > p. Then there exists (~1 ,-.., ~)  in ~-~(L') such that 
z 1 = ~ "-- c~ n . Hence, there exist a x ,..., a~ in 27,~ (m /> 1) such that a 1 "" a,~ 
is in L ' ,  "c,(at'"a,~ ) = (cq ,..., c~n) , and m = lg(o~) + ... + lg(o~,~) =
lg(zl) > p. Thus,  al  "'" am will decompose as in Lemma 2.1, that is, a l ' "a~ = 
xuwvy, uv @ A, lg(uwv) <~ q, and xukwv~'.y is in L' for each k >~ 1. Then  
%(xuT~wvky) is in %(L') for every k >/ 1. Let  ~-~(x) = (x I ,..., x.),  %(u) = 
(u 1 ,..., u,),  ~-~(w) = (w 1 ,..., w~), %(v) = (v~ ,..., %), and ~-~(y) = (Ya ,..., Y~). 
Then  ulvlu2v ~ ""u~vn ~ A since Ig(uxv 1 "" u~v~) -~ lg(uv), and 
Ig(ulwlvl"'u~w~v~) --=lg(uwv) ~ q. 
Also, 
~( x~w~y) = ,.( x)(~(,) )~.(w)(~(v) ?~.( y) 
= (Xl , ' " ,  Xn) (g l  , ' . ' ,  U.)/C(Wl .... , W.)(7)1 , ' . . ,  eg.)/c(Yl , ' . . ,  YqI) 
= (XlUl~CWlVl~Yl ,..-, XnUnkWnV, kyn) 
is in %(L')  for each k ~ 1. We have, therefore, z x = xlulwavly~'" x~u,nw~v~y n 
in L, u~v~ "" u~vn ~ A, lg(u~w~vl'"u~w~%) ~ q, and xxui~w~v~yx "" 
x~u~w~%~y~ is in L for each k ~ 1. The  theorem follows by letting x~' = x~, 
t 
xz' = y~xz ,..., x~' = y~_~x~ , and xn+~ = y~.  
Notation. 5a(n) will denote the class of n -SML 's  and 5 ~ = [.)~>~ 5~(n). 
Similarly, ~(n)  will denote the class of n -RLSML 's  and ~ = [ )~>~(n) .  
We shall show that for each n ~ 1, S~(n + 1) proper ly contains 5a(n), 
thus establishing a hierarchy of classes of simple matr ix languages. 
THEOREM 2.2. For each n ~ 1, 5¢(n -q- 1) properly contaias ~(n).  
Proof. LetL  C 27* be in 5P(n). Then  by Theorem 1.I, there exists a CFL  
L '  _C Z'n* such thatL  ~ {x 1 --. x ,  [ (x 1 . . . .  xn) in %(L')}. ButL '  is also a subset 
of 27~*+1 and ~-,+a(L') = {(xx ..... x , ,  A) [ (x~ ..... x~) in ~-,(L')}. Thus,  by 
Theorem 1.1, L is in 5a(n + 1). 
We now show that there is a language in S~(n -}- 1) which is not in ~9°(n). 
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Let a a , a.z ,..., as ,  b, cn ,..., c2, c I be distinct symbols and let Z denote this 
set of symbols. Let Ln = {alka~ "'" a,~bkc~ k "'" c~qk lk  >~ 1}. Clearly, L ,  is 
in 5"(n + 1). We shall show that Ln is not in 5f(n). Suppose it is. Then by 
Theorem 2.1 (with a change in notation), there exists an integer p, x a , Yl, x2, 
Y2 ,..., xn ,  y~,  v, w~,  zn ,..., w2 ,  z~,  wt ,  z 1 in {a a ..... an , b, c~ ,..., q}* such 
that aaVa2 ~ "." an~b~c~ ~ "'" c2rca ~ = xay~x2y ~"" Xny~VWnZ~ "'" W2Z2W~Z a, YaY2 "'" 
y,~w~ "'" W2W 1 C= A ,  and xayakx2y2 k "" XnynkVWnkZ,~ "'" W2kZ2WakZt is in L~ 
for each k ~ 1. Note that YaY2 "'" y~wn "'" w2wa contains at least one symbol, 
say a, from 27. Since at ,  as ,..., an, b, cn ,..., c2, ca are distinct, it is clear that 
none of the y , ,  w~ (1 ~ i ~ n) can contain 2 distinct symbols from 27. Thus, 
YaY2 "'" y~wn "'" w2wl contains at most 2n distinct symbols from Z. Let fi in 2J 
be a symbol not in Y lY~ "'" ynwn "'" W2Wa • Let m be the maximum of the 
lengths of x 1 ,..., x~, v, z . . . . .  , z a . Consider the word x ly  a~+axzyz~+a ...
X .~,qT~+l~/,~t,q9~+l~. " . . . . .  m+a . . . .  .1+1~. in Ln This word contains at least m + 1 
occurrences of c~ and at most m occurrences of/~. This is a contradiction. It
follows that L~ is not in C~(n). 
Remark.  It is well-known that for each infinite regular set R,  there exists 
an integer p with the property that each z in R,  lg(z) > p, is of the form 
z = xuy, where u ~ A ,  and xu~y is in R for each k >/ 1 [13]. Using the same 
technique as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can prove that for each infinite 
n -RLSMLL ,  there exists an integer p with the property that each z a in L ,  
Ig(zi) > p, is of the form z i = XlUlX 2 " ' "  XnUnXn+l, U i " ' "  U n TE A ,  and 
xiui~xe "'" XnU,~Xn+i is in L for each k >/ 1. Then we can prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. For each n >~ 1, let a a ..... a,+a be distinct symbols. Let  
L~ = {ai 7~ "-" a~+l[ k ~> 1}. Then ~(n  + 1) properly contains ~(n)  with Ln 
in N(n  + 1) - -  ~(n). 
COROLLARY 2.1. For each n ~ 1, 5 f (n)  properly contains ~(n) .  
Proof. L~ = {ai ~ "" a~+ i [ k >7 1} is certainly in 5r(n). 
3. 1)OSITIVE CLOSURE PROPERT IES  
In this section, we shall demonstrate the positive closure properties of 
5°(n)[~(n)] under various operations. In particular, we shall show that 
5°(n)[~(n)] is closed under the operations of substitution by context-free 
languages [regular sets], union, transposition, intersection with regular sets, 
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sequential transducer mapping, and mapping and pseudoinverse mapping by 
a nondeterministic generalized sequential machine. 
DEFINITION. Let 27 be an alphabet. For each a in 2: let 27a be a finite 
nonempty set and ¢(a) a subset of Z ~*. Let ¢(A) = {A} and ¢(at ... a~) ---- 
¢(a~) "'" ¢.(ar), each a, in 27. Then the mapping ¢ defined on 27* is called a 
substitution. I f L C 27., then ¢(L) ~ UxinL¢(X)is called the substitution of 
L by ¢(a). 
THEOREM 3.1. For each n ~ 1, 5~(n)[~(n)] is closed under substitution by 
context-fi.ee languages [regular sets]. 
Proof. LetL  C 27* be in 5Z(n)[~(n)]. For each a in 2:, let ¢(a) C 27a. be a 
context-free language [regular set]. We shall show that ¢(L) is in £f(n)[~(n)]. 
Since L is in ~(n)[~(n)],  by Theorem 1.1 [Theorem 1.2], there exists a 
context-free language [regular set] L '  _C 2~* such that L = {x 1 "" xn I 
(x 1 ,..., x~) in r~(L')}. Define a substitution ~4 on 27,* as follows. For each 
[a, i] in 27,, let~([a, i]) = {[bl, i] -.. [be, i] ] k ~ 1, bx ,..., b e in 27 a, b~ ... be 
in ¢(a)} w Q where Q = {A} if A is in ¢(a) and Q = ~ otherwise. Obviously, 
~([a, i]) is a context-free language [regular set] over Z~ ~ if and only if ¢(a) 
is a context-free language [regular set] over 27% Let 27' = 0ainr27 a. Since 
context-free languages [regular sets] are closed under substitution by context- 
free languages [regular sets] (see [5]), ~(L') is a context-free language [regular 
set] over 27~'. The theorem follows from the fact that ¢(L) = {Yl"" "Y, [(Y~,"',Yn) 
in r~(q~(L'))}. 
COROLLARY 3.1. For each n >~ 1, 5P(n) is closed under substitution by 
regular sets. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For each n ~> 1, ~9~(n)[N(n)] isclosed under homomorphism. 5 
In Section 4, we shall show that for each n /> 1, ~(n)[N(n)] is not closed 
under substitution by languages in 5z(2)[~(2)]. 
The proof of the following theorem is immediate. 
THEOREM 3.2. For each n/> 1, ~(n)[~(n)] is closed under union and under 
transposition. 
4 Note that we need only specify 6 for each element in Z', for ¢ to be well defined. 
5 Let 27 and A be nonempty sets. A homomorphism ¢ from ~'* into A * is any mapping 
from X* into A* such that ¢(A)= A and ¢(a 1 "" ak)~ ¢(al)"'" ¢(a~) for each 
k>~ 1, a~in X for 1 ~ i~< k. 
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THEOREM 3.3. For each n ~ 1, 5~(n)[~(n)] is closed under concatenation 
with context-free languages [regular sets]. 
Proof. Let L be in 5P(n)[~(n)] and L'  be a context free language [regular 
set]. Let Gn = (V1 ,..., V . ,  P, S, 2:) be an n-SMG [n-RLSMG] generating 
L. Let c be a new symbol not in 21 u V 1 u ... u Vn u {S}. Define an n-SMG 
[n-RLSMG] G, '  = (V~ ..... V~, P' ,  S, 21 w {c}), where P '  = (P -- {rules in 
P of the form [S --> w]}) W {[S -+ wc] I IS --+ w] in P}. Clearly, L(G~') = 
L(G~){c} = L{c} is in 5P(n)[~(n)]. Define a substitution ¢ on (Z u {c})* by: 
¢(a) = {a} for each a in 21, and¢(c) = L'. Then¢(L{c}) = LL' is in 5P(n)[~(n)] 
by Theorem 3.1. By a similar argument, we can show that L'L is in 5°(n)[5~(n)]. 
In the next section, we shall show that for each n >/ 1, 5°(n)[~(n)] is not 
dosed under concatenation with languages in 5P(2)[~(2)] and therefore not 
closed under arbitrary concatenation. 
We now examine the result of intersecting a language in 5¢(n)[~(n)] with 
a regular set. The following lemma will prove useful. The proof is simple 
and is omitted. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G' = (V  1 ,..., V n, P', S, Z )  be an n-SMG [n-RLSMG]. 
Let c be a new symbol not in V 1 u ... u V~ u 21 u {S}. Define an n-SMG G~ -= 
(V1 ,..., Vn, P ' ,  S, Z t.) {c}), where P '  = {IS -~ wc] I [S ~ w] in P} t3 
{[A1 --+ WlC,..., An --+ wnc] I [A1 --+ wl ,"', A ,  --* w,] in P}. Now let A'  = 
(K,  27, M' ,  qo , F )  be a finite automaton. Modify A'  to A = (K, 27 u {e}, M, 
qo ,F) ,  where M is defined by: M(q, a) = M'(q, a) for all (q, a) in K × Z, and 
M(q, c) = q for all q in K. Let ¢ be a homomorphism from (Z k9 {c})* into 27* 
which maps a into a and c into A. Then ¢(L(G,) n T(A)) = L(G, ')  n T(A'). 
THEOREM 3.4. I f  L is in .5°(n)[:~(n)] and R is a regular set, then L n R 
is in ~(n)[~(n)]. 
Proof. Let Gff = (V  t ,..., V~, P' ,  S, 27) be an n-SMG [n-RLSMG] 
generating L and let A'  = (K,  X, M' ,  q0, F )  be a finite automaton such that 
R = T(A'). Construct he corresponding G,  = (V1 ,..., Vn, P, S, X u {c}) 
and A = (K,  21 u {c}, M, q0, F )  of the preceding lemma. If  we can show that 
L(Gn) n T(A) C (X w {c})* is in 5P(n)[~(n)], then by the preceding lemma 
and the fact that 5°(n)[~(n)] is closed under homomorphism, ~(L(Gn) n T(A)) 
= L(Gff) n T(A') would be in 5~(n)[~(n)], ¢ being the homomorphism 
defined in Lemma 3.1. Now T(A) = U~inF T(A~), where 3 4 = (K,  27 u {c}, 
M, qo, {q}), and L(G~) n T(A) = UqinF (L(G~) n T(Aq)). Since 5°(n)[~(n)] 
is closed under union, it suffices to prove that L(G~) n T(A) is in 5°(n)[~(n)] 
when A has only one final state, that is, A = (K,  21u {c}, M, q0, {f})-  
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Define an n-SMG [n-RLSMG] G, = (F1 ,..., V,~, P, S, A}, where V~ = 
{(p, A, q) ]p, q in K, A in Vi}(1 ~< i ~ n), A = {(p, a, q) [p, q in K, a in 
(X u {c})}, S = (qo, S, f ) ,  and P is defined by cases. 
(1) If [S--7 ~1c~2 ... ak] is in P, where ~1 ,..., ak are in (2J k9 V1 t.) ... 
tj V~ u{c}) (note that k >/ 1 by Lemma 3.1), then let [(qo, S, f ) - -~  
(Po, al,  Pl)(Pl,  as, P2)"" (Pk-~, ~,  Pk)] be in t5, where Po, P~ ,-.-, P~ are in 
K, Po = qo, Pk = f, and for 1 <~ i <~ k, m(pi_~, ~,) = p~ if ai is in (27 • {c}) 
(note that if ~ ~- c, Pi = P,-I by Lemma 3.1). 
(2) If [A 1 --~ ~nal~ "- ~k(1) ,-.., A~ -+ a~lc~,~ 2 "" ankt,)] is in P, each Ai 
in V~ (1 ~ i ~< n), a~j in (V~ u Z~) {c}) for 1 <~ i ~ n, 1 <~j <~ k(i) (note 
that k(i) >/ 1 for 1 ~< i ~< n by Lemma 3.1), then let [(Plo, A1 ,P~ko)) --~ 
(Plo, ~n,  Pn) (Pn ,  ~1~, P12)"'" (Pl(k(1)-1), c~l~(1),Plk(1)),..-, (Pn0, An ,Pnk(,~)) --~ 
(P~0, a~l, P~a)(P~I, ~ ,  P~) "'" (P,~(~(~)-~), a~(~), p~(~))] be in/5, where Pi~ 
is in K and M(p,(~_a), a~) = p~ for ~- in 27 u {c}, 1 <~ i <~ n, 1 <~ j <~ k(i) 
(note again thatpis = P~(~-a) if ai~ =- c by Lemma 3.1). 
It is easily verified by induction on t that if S ~ aIa~ "" at in G~, a 1 , 
az ,..., at in X ~ {c), and M(qo , a~) =- Pl , M(Pl  , as) = p~ ..... M(pt_~ , at) = 
f in A for some Pl,..., Pt-1 in K, then (q0, S, f )  ~ (q0, a l ,  Pl)(Pl ,  as, P~) "'" 
(Pt-1, at , f )  in G'~ and conversely. Letq~ be a homomorphism from A* into 
(27 ~ {c})* which maps each (p, a, q)in A into a. Then~(L(G)) = L(G~) ~ T(A) 
is in 5~(n)[~(n)] since 5~(n)[~(n)] is closed under homomorphism, completing 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.3. I f  L is in 5P(n)[~(n)] and R is a regular set, then L -- R 
is in 5P(n)[~(n)]. 
Proof. L -- R -L  c~ (27* -- R). The corollary now follow from Theorem 
3.4, and the fact that regular sets are closed under complementation. 
Let us now consider the effect of mapping devices to the languages in 
Sqn)[~(n)]. 
DEFINITION. A sequential transducer is a 5-tuple M = (K, 27, A, H, qo}, 
where 
(1) K, 27, A are finite nonempty sets (of states, inputs, and outputs, 
respectively); 
(2) qo is in K (the start state); 
(3) H is  a finite subset o fK  × 2J* × A* × K. 
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The sequential transducer operates as follows. 
DEFINITION. For each sequential transducer M = (K, Z, A, H, %) and 
x in Z*, let M(x) be the set of words y in A * with the property that there exist 
x I . . . . .  x k in Z*, Yl ,...,Ye in A*, and ql ,..., qk in K such that x = x 1 "" x~, 
Y = Yl ""Yk, and (qi, xi+l,yi+l, q,+l) is in H for each 0 ~< i <~ h --  1. 
Let M(L) = Uxint M(x) for eachL ___ Z*. The function M so defined is called 
a sequential transducer mapping. 
The theorem that follows was proved for context-free languages and regular 
sets in [5]. However, in the proof of the theorem, the only requirements for 
the theorem to hold for an arbitrary class of languages is for the class to 
contain all regular sets and for it to be closed under the operations of union, 
substitution by regular sets, and intersection with regular sets. Thus, the 
theorem also holds for ~9~(n) and 5~(n) since we have already shown that these 
classes have the required properties. 
THEOREM 3.5. For each n >/ 1, 5P(n) and ~(n) are closed under sequential 
transducer mappings. 
COROLLARY 3.4. I f  (~ is a homomorphism from Z* into A* and L C A * is 
in ~9°(n)[~(n)], then ¢-1(L) • {x in Z* IS(x) in L} is in ~9°(n)[~(n)]. Thus, 
5~(n)[~(n)] is closed under inverse homomorphism. 
Pro@ Consider the sequential transducer M = ({%}, A, Z, 17, %), where 
H = {(%, A, A, %)} L) {(%, ¢(a), a, %) I a in Z}. Clearly, M(L) = ¢-l(L), 
and by Theorem 3.5, M(L) is in ~(n)[~(n)]. 
A special case of a sequential transducer is given in the next definition. 
DEFINITION. A nondeterministic gsm (or nondeterministic generalized sequen- 
tial machine) is a 5-tuple M = (K, Z, A, ~, qo), where 
(1) K, Z, A, and qo have the same significance as in a sequential 
transducer, and 
(2) A is a mapping from K X (2: tJ {A}) X K into the finite subsets of 
A* satisfying the requirements hat ;t(q, A, q) = {A} for each q in K, and 
A(q, A, q') = ~ if q =# q', q, q' in K. 
The nondeterministic gsm effects an operation as follows. 
DEFINITION. For each nondeterministic gsm M = (K, Z, A, ~, %) and 
each x in Z*, let M(x) be the union of all sets of the form A(qo, xq, qil) 
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A(qq,xq, qq) -" A(q~_l , xi , ,q, , )  where n >~ 1, x = x~l ""xl , each xi, 
in Z u {A}, each q~, in K. I fL  C X*, then M(L) = Uxinz M(x) is called the 
nondeterministic gsm mapping of L. If L C X*, then M- I (L )= {x in X* I 
M(x) ~ L :/= ;~} is called thepseudoinverse nondeterministicgsm mapping of L. 
In [6], it is shown that any class of languages closed under the operations 
of union, homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with 
regular sets is also closed under mappings and pseudo-inverse mappings by 
nondeterministic gsm's. Thus, we have the following theorem for SP(n) and 
THEOREM 3.6. For each n >~ 1, SP(n) and ~(n) are closed under mappings 
and pseudoinverse mappings by nondeterministic gsms. 
The following result is of interest. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let M ~ (K, Z, A, A, qo) be a nondeterministic gsm. Let d 
be a symbol not in Z u A. Let L = {xdy I x in 2", y in M(x)}. Then L is in ~(2). 
Proof. Given M = (K, 2, A, A, q0), let S and B be two new symbols not 
in K. Define a 2-RLSMG G~ = (K, {B}, P, S, Zt3{d}), where P= 
{[S -+ qodB]} k) {[q --+ aq', B --~ wB] [ a in X u {A}, A(q, a, q') =/= Z, w in 
Z(q, a, q')}. Clearly, L(Gz) = {xdy I x in X*, y in M(x)}. 
We close this section with the following theorem which was shown to 
be true for any class of languages closed under the operations of union, 
homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets 
[6]. 
THEOREM 3.8. For each n ~ 1, L in 5e(n)[~(n)] and R a regular set: 
(1) L/R -- {x 1 xy inL  for somey in R}, 
(2) RIL = {x I yx in L for some y in R}, 
(3) Init (L) = {x :/: A [ xy in L for some y}, 
(4) Fin (L) ~- {x ~ A E yx in L for some y}, 
(5) Sub (L) = {x ~ A ] yxz  in L for some y, z}, 
are all in ~(n)[,~(n)]. 
4. NEGATIVE CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
In this section, we shall prove a number of negative results about 5#(n), 
n ~ 1 [~(m), m ~ 2]. In particular, we shall show that 5~(n)[~(m)] is not 
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closed under intersection, under complementation, under concatenation, and 
under the star operator. In fact, we shall prove that 5 : [~]  is not closed under 
the operations of intersection, complementation, and star. In the case of ~ ,  
we shall demonstrate hat there are context free languages not in ~.  
THEOREM 4.1. There exist languages L~ and L~ in ~(2) such that L~ n L~ 
is not in ~.  
Proof. Let a, b, c, d,/~ be distinct symbols. Let A = A and ~ = 41"'" 4~ 
for each x = al "'" ~k, all ~i in {a, b}. Let L 1 = {xc~ [ x in {a,b}*} and 
L~ = {ahbh ... a~kb;~cd~h ... d~k/~ i h ~> 1, i~, j~, l~ >~ 1 for 1 ~ r ~ h} k; {c}. 
Clearly, L 1 is in ~(2). Let G~ = ({Aa, A~, A~, A~}, {B~, B~, B~, B~}, 
P, S, {a, b, c, d, b}) be a 2-RLSMG, where P = {[S --~ c], [5/--> A~cB1] , 
[A~ ~ A~, B1 --> ~B~], [A~ --> A~, B~ --> ,~B~], [A s ~ aA~,  Bs -+ bB~], 
[A a -+ aAa , B a --+ [~B~], [A a ~ bA~ , B a --~ Ba], [Aa --> bA~ , B a --+ Ba], 
[A~ --+ A, Ba --+ A], [Aa ~ As,  B~ ~ gBs] }. It is easily verified thatL(Gs) = 
L~. Hence, L s is in ~(2). Suppose L~ (~ Le is in ~.  Let q~ be a homomorphism 
which maps a into a, b into b, c into A, ~ into A, and/~ into A. Then ~(L~ (~ Lz) 
is in ~ since ~ is closed under homomorphism. However, ~b(L~ c~ L~) = 
{d~b ~ [ h ~ 1}* is not in~ as we shall see in Theorem 4.7. 
THEOREM 4.2. There exist languages L 1 and L 2 in -Y(1) such that L 1 n L 2 
is not in 5 p. 
Proof. Let L 1 = {a~b~c ~ ] n, m ~ 1}* and L 2 = {a~b"c ~in, m >/ 1}*. 
Clearly, L a andL 2 are in ow(1). In Theorem 4.6, we shall show that L1 (~ L2 = 
{a%~c ~[ n ~ 1}* is not in 50. 
COROLLARY 4.1. 5:(n), n > 1 (Sa)[~(m),m > 2]{~} is not closed under 
the operations of intersection and complementation. 
Proof. 5:(n)(Y)[~(m)]{~} is closed under union by Theorem 3.2. The 
corollary now follows from Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 and DeMorgan's law. 
We shall show through a sequence of lemmas that for each n >/ 1, 
5:(n)[~(n)] is not closed under concatenation with languages in 5:(2)[~(2)]. 
Notation. Let n /> 1 and a t,..., ag~ be distinct symbols. Let x 
a~la~la§l'" a~_sa~_ la~ for some k~ ~ l, 1 ~ i ~ 3n. Let x 1 ,..., x~ in 
{a 1 .... , ag~}* be such that x = x 1 "" x~. Define f (x  1 ,..., x~) = (i o ,..., i~) 
where i  o=0andfor  1 ~ j~n, i  3=i j _~ i fx~ =Aand i~ =r i fx :=~A 
and the final symbol of x~- is ar (1 <~ r ~ 9n). 
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~ ~ • a ~a~ a ~a~ a k3~ Let  X 1 , . . . ,  X n be such that  LEMMA 4.1. Let  x = a~a 2 a3* "" 9n-2 9n-1 9n •
X = X 1 "'" X~,  and  f (x~ ..... x~) = (i 0 ..... i~). Then the fo l lowing propert ies 
hold: 
(1) O = io < ... <~ i~ = 9n. 
(2) There exists j ,  0 < j < n - -  1 such that  i~+~ - -  i~ ~ 9. 
(3) There exists an r in R : {3m + l ] l ~m~<3n- -2} ,  ~ in 
{a~ ..... ar_~}* , f i~  in {a~+a ,..., a9~}*, t~  >~ 1, q~ >~ 1 such that  
tk ~p ~p kp qk~ 
X~+ 1 : akf  r~la r ar+lar+2a~+aP~ , 
where p = [r/3] + 13 
Proof.  That  (1) is true is obvious by the definition o f f (x~ ,..., xn). Now 
assume (2) is false. Then  for all j ,  i~.+~ - -  ij ~ 8. Then  (i n - -  i~_~) + "" + 
(i a - -  i0) = i ,  - -  i 0 ~ 8n, contradicting (1). 
Now let j ,  0 ~<j  ~< n - -  1 be such that i~+~ - -  i~ ~ 9. Let  i~ = L Then  
ij+~ /> l + 9. So, the initial symbol of x~+ 1 is at and the final symbol of x~.+~ is
a~ for some z ~ 1 + 9. Thus,  
Xj+I --* --*+1--*+3 "" at+9 Y 
for some s t .... , St+u and some 7 in {a,+ o ,..., ag~}*. We consider 3 cases. 
Case 1. 1 + 2 is in R. Let  r = l + 2. Then  clearly, st+z = s,+ a = s,+ 4 = 
h~ andp = [r/3] + 1. Hence 
tkp lc~ lop lc:o qkp t) 
Xj+ 1 : akar_ la  r ar+lav+2ar+aPk~ 
8~ where ak~ = at ,  t% = st+ 1 >/ 1, q~ = st+5 ~> 1, and/3~ s~+6 ... sz+9 : at+ 6 a,+9 Y. 
Case 2. l+2 isnot inRbut l+3 is inR .  Le t r  : l+3 .  Thensz+z :
st+ a = sz+ 5 = k~ andp = [r/3] + 1. Hence xs+ 1 = a~a,_xa  r a~+la~+2ar+apk~, 
where ~ : a~zaS~+lt ,+1, t% ~ st+ ~ ~ i ,  qe~ : st+6/> 1, and fik~ : at+7*~+' . . . .  at+9*+~Y. 
Case 3. I f  I + 2 and l + 3 are not in R, then by the definition of the set R, 
we must have l + 4 in R. Let  r : l + 4. Then  st+ 4 = s,+ 5 : sz+6 : k~ and 
tk~ 7% k~ Ic~ qlc~ f) p : [r/3] + 1. Hence xj+ 1 : a%a~_la r ar+lar+2ar+ap~ , where a~ : 
~ sz+l sz+~ = ~ 1, q~ = st+7 ~ l, and flit sz+s sz+9 : az+8 at+9 T. at at+laz 2, tk~ st+a 
6 For any real number d, [d] is the largest integer ~< d. 
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Notation. I f  X _C [27"]~, then for each i, 1 ~ i <~ n, Pi(X) will denote the 
set {x~ ]3x~ ,..., x~_~, xi+~ ,..., x~ such that (x~ ,..., x~) is in X}. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let n ~ 1 and a 1 ,..., agn be distinct symbols. Let Ln = 
k 1 1~ l Ic 1 lCSn 7%n k^ a la  2a a ""ag~_2agn_lag6 " [h i>/  l, 1 ~ i~3n}.  Let Q~ be any subset of 
[{a 1 ,..., agn} *] n such that L~ = {x 1 "" xn ] (xl ,..., x~) in Q~}. Then there exist g, 
1 ~g.<~n,  r inR  ={3m+l l l  ~m~3n- -2} ,p  = [ r /3+l ]suchthat  
for infinitely many h,'s there exist corresponding 0% in {a 1 ,..., a~.-1}*, fi~ in 
{at+ ~ .... ,ag~}*,t%>/ 1, qk~>/ l suchthat  
% ~ ~ a ~ %~' is in P~(Q,). %%ar- la r  ar+l r+2ar+3Pk~ 
Proof. For each (i o,...,in) such that 0=i  o~<' ' "  ~<i~ =9n,  let 
f( i  o ..... i) = {(xl ,.-., x~) in Q. If(x1 ,..-, x.) --  (i 0 ,..., i~)}. Since there are 
only a finite number of distinct n-tuples (i0 ,..., in) satisfying 0 = i 0 ~< -" ~< 
i~ = 9n, there exists (i0' , .... i~') such that F%,.. . , i , )  is infinite. Then by 
Lemma 4.1, there exists j, 0 <~ j ~ n --  1, such that i~+ 1 -- i~-' >/9  and each 
x~-+a in (x 1 ,..., x~) such that (x I ..... x~) is inF%,.....i ,) has the form: 
Xj+ 1 = o~l%a,r_la~, ar+la~+zar+aPk~, (*) 
where r is in R ={3m+l l l  ~<m~<3n- -2} ,  p =[ r /3 ]+ l ,  tk~ >~ 1, 
qk~ >/ 1, c~k~ in {al ,..., a~-l}*, and/?k~ in {a~+8 ..... ag~}*. Since there are only 
three possible values of r corresponding to the three cases in the proof of 
Lemma 4.1, and since F%,,....i,) is infinite, a fixed r can be chosen for which 
(*) is true for infinitely many h~'s. Now let g = j + 1. Then {x~+l I ~Xl , ' " ,  
x~, x~+ 2..... x, such that (xz ,..., x~) is in F(io,.....i,)} C_ Pg(Q~) satisfies the 
requirements of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let L C [Z*] n be an n-CFL [n-RLCFL]. Then for each i 
1 <~ i <~ n, P,(X) is a CFL [regular set]. 
Proof. Let G=(V,P ,S ,Z~)  be a CFG [RLCFG] such that L= 
7~(L(G)). We may assume that the rules in P are of the form A--~ x or 
A --+ BC, where x is in 27n* and A, B, C are in V. For each i, 1 ~ i ~< n, let 
¢i be a homomorphism from Z~* into 27* which maps [a, i] into a and [a,j] 
into A for j =# i. For each i, 1 ~ i <~ n, let G i = (V, Pi, S, Z )  be a CFG, 
where P~ = {A -~ BC [ A, B, C in V, A --+ BC in P} k) {A --+ ¢i(x) t A in V, 
A ~ x in P}. Clearly, P,(L) = L(G i) for 1 ~< i ~ n. 
We will need the following lemma which was proved in [5]. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let bx, bz be distinct symbols. I f  M is an infinite subset of 
{b~'b~'b~ ] n ~ 1}, then M is not a context-free language. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let n ~ 1 and a 1 ,..., aon be distinct symbols. Then the set 
L ,  = {a~la~aa~, "" a~g, ~a~,~,~a~g, [ k~>/ 1, 1 ~ i <~ 3n) is not in 5f(n). 
Proof. Assume that L~ is in 5P(n). Then by Theorem 1.1, there is an 
n-CFL Q~ such thatL~ = {Xl "'" x~ ] (x, ,..., x,) in Q,}. Then by Lemma 4.3, 
for each i, 1 <~ i ~ n, Pi(Q~) is a context-free language. Now by Lemma 4.2, 
there exist g, 1 ~<g~<n,  r in R={3m-t - l ] l  ~<m~3n- -2} ,  p= 
[r/3] + 1 such that for infinitely many k~'s there exist corresponding ~e~ in 
{al .... , at-l}*, fl~, in {a~+ 3 .... , agn}*, tk~ /> 1, qe, /> 1 such that 
aka:._la ~ a~+lar+~ar+ape~ is in Po(Q,). Let T = {a~l -'" 
ai~-~o~-~,~i~,,i~+~oi~+~a~+"a i~+~ ... a i~" [ i~ >/0 for 1 ~<j ~ r - -  2 
¢-2~r--l~r~r+l~r+2 r+3 r+4 9n 
and r + 4 ~< j ~ 9n, and i~ ~ 1 for r - -  1 ~< k ~ r + 3}. Clearly, T is 
a regular set. Since Pg(Q~) is a context-free language and context-free 
languages are closed under intersection with regular sets, Pg(Qn)n T 
is a context free language. Furthermore, Pg(Q~) c~ T is infinite and all of 
its elements are of the form 
tk~ k~ kp ~ q~p~ 
Let ¢ be a homomorphism which maps ar into bl, ar+l into bz, ar+~ into bl ,  
and all other aj ( j  :/: r, j :/: r + 1, j :/: r -+- 2) into A. Then ¢(Pg(Q~) n T) 
is a context-free language since context-free languages are closed under 
homomorphism. Moreover, ¢(Pg(Qn) n T) is an infinite subset of {b~b2~b~ ] 
n ~ 1}. This is a contradiction to Lemma 4.4. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let n ~ 1 and a 1 , as, a~ be distinct symbols. Then the 
set L ,  = {a~la~la~l "" a~3,a~,,a~ 3. ]k, ~ 1, 1 ~ i ~ 3n} is not in 5a(n). 
Proof. This follows from the preceding lemma and the fact that 5a(n) is 
closed under nondeterministic gsm mappings (Theorem 3.6). 
Remark. In the ease of~(n),  a result similar to Corollary 4.2 can be derived 
using an approach very similar to the one we have for Sf(n), utilizing the fact 
that if M is an infinite subset of {blnb2 ~] n >~ 1}, then M is a nonregular set. 
We leave it up to the reader to provide the necessary modifications to Lemmas 
4.1-4.5 to prove the following result. 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Let n >/ 1 and a~ , a s be distinct symbols. Then the set 
L~ = {a~a~ "" a~,a~ I h~ >~ 1, 1 ~ i ~ 3n} is not in ~(n). 
COROLLARY 4.4. For each n >~ 1, 00(n) is not closed under substitution by 
languages in 00(2). 
Proof. Let n /> 1 and a~, as, a 3 be distinct symbols. Let La = {a~ } and 
L 2 =- {alkasea3 ~] k >/ 1}. Clearly, L 1 is in 00(n) and Ls is in 0°(2). Define a 
substitution ¢ which maps a~ into L2. Then ¢(L1) = {a~,a~la~'"a~,a~,a~3, [ 
ki >/ 1, 1 <~ i ~ 3n} is not in 5~(n) by Corollary 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. For each n >~ 1, 00(n) is not closed under concatenation with 
languages in 00(2). 
Proof. Let L 1 ----- {A} and L s be the language defined in the proof of 
Corollary 4.4. ThenL1 is in 00(n) andL s is in 00(2). I f  00(n) were closed under 
concatenation with languages in 00(2), thenL1L~" ----- {a~la~la~... a~,a~,,a~3, [ 
k~ >~ 1, 1 ~< i ~< 3n) would be in 00(n), contradicting Corollary 4.2. 
In the case of ~(n), we have the following result which is easily verified 
using Corollary 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.4. For each n >/ 1, ~(n) is not closed under the following 
operations: 
(1) substitution by languages in ~(2), 
(2) concatenation with languages in ~(2). 
COROLLARY 4.5. For each n >~ 2, 00(n)[~(n)] is not closed under con- 
catenation. 
It  is interesting to find out whether 00[~] is closed under concatenation. 
The next theorem gives a positive answer. 
THEOREM 4.5. For n, m >~ 2, i fL  1 is in 00(n)[~(n)] andL 2 is in 00(m)[~(m)], 
thenLiL s is in 00(n + m)[~(n @ m)]. 
Proof. Since 00(n + m)[~(n + m)] is closed under homomorphism, we 
may assume that L 1 and L s are over disjoint alphabets, that is, L 1 C 2:* and 
L s _C A*, 27 n A = ~.  By Theorem 1.1 [Theorem 1.2], there are context-free 
languages [regular sets] L~ and L 4 over 2:~ and Am, respectively, such that 
L~ = {xl "" x~ [ (x 1 ,..., x~) in r~(La) } and L s = {y~'"y~ I (Ya ,...,Y~) in 
r~(L4) }. Le t / "  = 27 v) A and ¢ be a homomorphism from (27~ v3 An)* into 
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Fn*+~ which maps each [a,i] in 2J~ into [a,i] and each [b,j] in A m into [b, n + j ] .  
Then (~(L3L4) is a context-free language [regular set] over F~+~ and clearly, 
L1L2 = {xl "" x,x,+l "" x,+m I (xl ,..., xn , x,+l ,..., xn+m) in ~-n+~(¢(r3L4))}. 
The theorem now follows from Theorem 1.1 [Theorem 1.2]. 
Let us now turn our attention to the operation of closure. 
THEOREM 4.6. There exists a language L in 50(2) such that L * is not in 50. 
Proof. Let az, a~, a 3 be distinct symbols and L = {alka27:a~ k J k >/ 1}. 
ThenL is in 50(2). Suppose thatL* is in 5 °. Then there exists an n >/ 1 such 
that L is in 50(n). Let T = {@@a~3 ... @, -m~,-~@, [ ij >/ 1, 1 <~ j <~ 9@ 
Clearly, T is a regular set. By Theorem 3.4, L* n T is in 50(n). However, 
L* c~ T -= {a~a~a~ "" a~,,a~,a~,, [ k, >/ 1, 1 <~ i <~ 3n} is not in 50(n) by 
Corollary 4.2, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 4.6. For each n ~ 2, 50(n) is not closed under the star operator. 
We now show that there are context-free languages which are not in ~.  
THEOREM 4.7. There are context-free languages which are not in ~.  
Proof. Let a l ,  aa be distinct symbols and L = {alT~a2 k [k >~ 1}. Clearly, 
L andL* are context-free languages. We claim that L* is not in~2. Assume for 
contradiction that it is. Then L* is in ~(n) for some n >/ 1. Let T = 
{a~l@a~@ ... @,-1@, [ ij >/ 1, i <~ j <~ 6n}. Since T is a regular set, 
L* n T = {a~la~l ... a~8,a~3, ] k~ >/ 1, 1 <~ i <~ 3n} would be in ~(n) (by 
Theorem 3.4), contradicting Corollary 4.3. 
COROLLARY 4.7. There exists a language L in ~(2) such that L* is not in :~. 
Thus, for each n >~ 2, ~(n) is not closed under the star operator. 
Proof. The language L defined in the proof of Theorem 4.7 is certainly in 
~(2). 
5. BOUNDED SIMPLE MATRIX LANGUAGES AND SEMILINEAR SETS 
In this section, we shall present a result which connects imple matrix 
languages with semilinear sets. This generalizes the result for context-free 
languages proved by Parikh [12]. The concept of bounded languages first 
introduced in [7] is extended to include bounded simple matrix languages. 
We then show that the family of bounded simple matrix languages coincides 
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with the family of bounded right-linear simple matrix languages. A character- 
ization of the family of bounded simple matrix languages as the smallest family 
of languages containing the bounded context free languages closed under the 
operations of union and intersection is proved. 
Notation. Let N denote the nonnegative integers. For each h ~ 1, let 
N k = N X "" X N (k times). We shall regard N ~ as a subset of the vector 
space R k of all n-tuples of rational numbers over the rational numbers. Thus 
for elements x = (x 1 ,..., xk) andy  = (Yl ,...,Y~) in N k and c in N, x +y  = 
(x~ + yt ,..., x k + Yk), x - -  y = (x~ --  yt  .... , xk - -  Yk) and cx = (cx~,..., cx~). 
DEFINITION. A subset Q of N k is said to be a linear set if there exist c, 
Pl ,..., P~ in N k such that Q = {x I x = c @ n ip  1 -[- ."  @ n,~p,~ , each n i in 
N}. c is called the constant and Pl ..... p~ are called the periods of Q. We write 
Q = Q(c; pl  ..... pro) if Q is a linear set with constant c and periods Pl ,-.., P , , .  
Q is said to be a semilinear set if Q is a finite union of linear sets. 
The following lemma was proved in [7]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let r and m be positive integers, and f be a linear function of 
N ~ into N m. I f  Q is a linear (semilinear) subset of N ~, then f (N  ~) is a linear 
(semilinear) subset of N% 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let h >/ 1, n /> 1. I f  Q cc_ N k~ is a semilinear set, then the 
setQ = {(%,..., a~) ] 3xl,... , xk~ such that cq = x(~_l)~+ 1 q- x(i-a)~+~ + "'" q- xi~ 
for 1 <~ i <~ k and (x I ,..., x~)  in Q} is a semilinear subset of N ~. 
Notation. Let Z' = {a 1 .... ,as}. The mapping ~b<q ...... ~> or ~b~(c~ = 
(a 1 ,..., ae}) is the function from 27* into N k defined by Co(x) = (#q(x),. . . ,  
#%(x)), where #~,(x) is the number of occurrences of ai in x. Thus ~b~(A) = 
ftZ 
(0,..., 0) and ¢~(Xl ".  Xm) = 2~=1 ~b~(x~) for each x~ in 27*. I f  L C 27*, ¢~(L) = 
U*inL ¢~(x) is sometimes called the Parihh map of L. 
The following lemma is due to Parikh [12]. 
LEMMA 5.2. I f  L C {a 1 ,..., a~}* is a context-free language, then 
(~ = (a 1 ..... ae)) is a semilinear set. 
We now extend this result to the family of simple matrix languages. 
THEOmCM 5.1. I f L  C {a 1 ,..., ak}* is in 6~(n), then ¢~(L) (~ = (a 1 .... , ak)) 
is a semilinear set. 
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Proof. By Theorem 1.1, there exists a context-free language 
L'  C {[at, 1], [a 1 , 2],..., [al, hi,..., [ak, 1], [ak, 2],..., [a~, n]}* 
such that L = {x 1 ""x~ ](xt ..... x~) in r~(L')}. Then by Lemma 5.2, 
~b~,(L')(od = ([a l ,  11, [a~, 2] , . ,  [a x , n],..., [a~, 11, [a~, 2] ..... [ae, n])) is a 
semilinear set. Thus, there exists a semilinear set O _C N kn such that ¢~,(L') 
Q. We claim that ¢~(L )= 0 = {(cq ,..., ~k)I 3xl ,..., x~ such that c~ i = 
x(i-1)~+t + "'" + xi~ for 1 ~ i ~ k and (x t .... , x~,~) in Q}. Suppose w is inL. 
Then there exists z in L' such that ~-~(z) = (w t .... , w~) and w = wt "'" w~. 
Now ~(w) = (#~(w),..., #ak(W)) and ¢~,(z) = (#[avt](z), #[or2](z),... , 
#[~v~](z),..., #[%,fl(.z), #[%,z](z),..., #[a,0,n~l(z)). Since ~',(z) = (w.1 .... , w,) and 
w = w 1 " "w, ,  obviously, #~,(w) = Zj  i #[~ jl(z) for each z, 1 ~< i ~< k. 
_ ' _ = z '  
Therefore, ¢,(w) is in Q, and ¢~(L) C Q. Reversing the argument would show 
that Q _c ~b~(L). Thus, Q = ¢~(L). By Corollary 5.1, Q = ~b~(L) is a semilinear 
set, completing the proof. 
There is a converse to Theorem 5.1 which can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let 2 = {a 1 ,..., ak}. I f  L C_ al*a~* " ' "  ak .7 and ¢~(L) = 
Q(c¢ = (al .... , ak) ) is a semilinear set, then L is in ~(k) .  
Proof. Since ~(k) is closed under union (Theorem 3.2), we may assume 
that Q is a linear set. So let Q = Q(c;pl .... ,p,,), where c = (c 1 ..... c~) and 
Pi -~ (Pil ,...,P,~) for 1 ~< i ~ m. Let A 1 ,..., A~,  S be distinct symbols not 
in 27. Construct a k -RLSMG G~ = ({At} , {A2},..., {Ae}, P, S, Z) ,  where 
e ¢2  
1 ~< i ~< m} u {[A t --~ A ..... Ak ~ A]}. Clearly, ¢~(L(G~)) = Q and L = 
r(a~). 
In the remainder of this section, we shall be concerned with bounded 
languages. The following definition is taken from [7]. 
DEFINITION. A subset L of 2J* is said to be bounded if there exist words 
wl ,..., wk in 27* such thatL C wl* ... we*. 
Notation. ~B(n) will denote the bounded languages in ~.~(n) and c = 
U~>~I SfB(n)- Similarly, ~B(n) will denote the bounded languages in ~(n) and 
~B = O~>~l~B(n) • Note that ~(1)  coincides with the class of bounded 
context-free languages studied in [7]. 
For words wl ,..., wk in Z'*, we write wi* "" w~* to denote the set 
{w,* .. . .  w~[i,  ~ 0, 1 ~< j ~ k}. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let w 1 .... , w~ be words in X* and a 1 ,..., a~ be distinct symbols. 
Let n >/ 1. I f  L C w~* "" w~* is in 5:B(n)[~B(n)], then the set {a~ "" a~ [ 
w~l "'" w~ inL} is in 5fB(n)E~(n)]. 
Proof. Since L is in 5f~(n)[~(n)], L must be in 5:(n)[~(n)]. Let ¢ be a 
homomorphism which maps each ai into wi (1 ~ i ~ n). Then ¢-I(L) is in 
5:(n)[~(n)] by Corollary 3.4. Let L '=  ~-~(L)n a~* "" a~*. Then L '=  
{ai~...a~i k [W[1...wkik in L}. Since al* "- • a~* is regular, L' is in 5:(n)[~(n)] by 
Theorem 3.4. SinceL' is bounded, L'  is in .SfB(n)[~B(n)]. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let w~ ,..., wk be words in Z* and a~ ,..., a~ be distinct 
i k  " in L) symbols. I f  L C_ wl* . . . . . .  w~* is in 5:B[~B], then the set {a~ a k ] w]~ " w7 ~ik 
is in 5:B[~B]. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let w 1 ,..., wk be words in X*. A subset L C_ wl* ... w~* 
,-.., " ... *k inL} = Q is semilinear. i s in~Bi f  andonlyi ftheset {(il i~) l w~ wk 
Proof. Let L _C_ w~* "" w~* be in ~B • Let a 1 ,..., a~ be distinct symbols. 
• " % in L} is in ~B by Corollary 5.2. Then the set L'  = {a~ "" a~7~ l w~l -.. w~ 
Obviously, L'  is in ~9 ° and by Theorem 5.1, the set Q is semilinear. 
Now let Q be a semilinear set. Then by Theorem 5.2, L" ---- {a~ "- a~ i 
(il ,... , ik) in Q} is in ~.  Let ~ be a homomorphism which maps each a¢ into 
w/(1 ~ i ~< k). Then ¢(L") is in ~ since ~ is closed under homomorphism. 
Since ~(L") = L, L is in ~B • 
COROLLARY 5.3. ~z~ = ~B"  
Proof. It suffices to show that ~ _C ~B • So letL _C wl* --. wk* be in @.  
Let a 1 .... , ak be distinct symbols. Then the set L' = {@'"  a~ I w~l ... w~7~ 
in L} is in ~ (hence in -5Q by Corollary 5.2. By Theorem 5.1, the set 
• ... i~ in L'} is a semilinear set. Then by Theorem 5.3, Q = {(i 1 ,..., ie) I all a k 
L is in ~B • 
We now discuss briefly the closure properties of ~B • Since bounded sets 
are closed under union, under concatenation, and under transposition [7] and 
since/~ contains ~B and ~ is closed under these operations, we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 5.4. ~ iS closed under the operations of union, concatenation, 
and transposition. 
THEOREM 5.5. I f  L 1 is in ~B and L~ is in 5:, then L 1 n L 2 is in ~B . 
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Proof. Let wl ,..., we be words in 2"  and Lt _C Wl* "'" Wk $. Let La = 
Lz ~ w~* "" w~*. Then L~ is in 5f since w~* "" w~* is regular. Since La is 
bounded, La is in ~ by Corollary 5.3. We haveLt (~ L~ = L 1 ~ L~ ~ w~* "" 
w~* = L~ ~ La. By Theorem 5.3, the sets Q1 = {(it ,..., i~) ] w~ ... w~* in L1} 
and Qa = {(j~ ..... j~) ] w~' "" w~ in L~} are semilinear. Since the intersection 
of semilinear subsets of N ~ is semilinear [7], Q~ c~ Qa is semilinear. The 
theorem follows from Theorem 5.3. 
COROLLARY 5.4. ~B is closed under intersection. 
The following theorem is easily verified using the fact that if Q1 and Q2 
are semilinear subsets of N ~, then Q1 - Q2 is semilinear [7]. 
THEOREM 5.6. I f  L 1 is in ~B and L 2 is in Y ,  then L 2 --  L 1 is in 5 ~ and 
L 1 --  L 2 is in~B • 
COROLLARY 5.5. I f  L 1 and L 2 are in ~B , then L 1 - -  L 2 is in ~B . 
We shall show that 5~B is just the closure of 5~n(1 ) (=  class of bounded 
context free languages) under the operations of union and intersection. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let L C X* be in~ B . Then L is a finite union of sets of the form 
(1) {X~oX~. "" km k, k l .  k m xl x~oX21 "'" x~N "" XnoXnx "" xn  I ki >/O, 1 ~ i ~ m}, 
where n, m >/1 and the xl /s  are words in N* (1 <~ i <~ n, 1 ~ j  <~ m). 
Conversely, each finite union of sets of the form (1) is in ~B . 
Proof. Let L be in ~B • Then there are words w 1 ,..., w~ in 2:* such that 
L C_ wl* "'" Wn*. Then by Theorem 5.3, L is a finite union of sets of the form 
A = {wi~ 1 "" w~n"](i~ ,..., is) in Q}, where Q is a linear set. Let Q- - -Q  
(c; pl ,...,pro) where c ~ (c 1 ..... cn) and Pi = (Pa .... ,Pi~) for 1 < i < m. 
Let a 1 ,..., as be distinct symbols. From the construction in the proof of 
Theorem 5.2, it is easily seen that the set B = {a~1 ... a~-] (i 1 ..... is) in Q} is 
~.(~ ) ... equalto the set E ---- {a~l(a~lO~l ""(a~Ok, ,a~(a~l@l" ' (a~2) k . . . . .  c, ~1~ ~1 
(a~, )  k,~ ] k i ~ O, 1 ~ i ~ m}. Let ¢ be a homomorphism which maps each 
al into wi (1 ~ i ~ n). Then ¢(E) ~ A and ¢(E) is of the form (1). 
To show the converse, it suffices to show that any set of the form (1) is in 
~B (because ~ is closed under union). Let S, Ai j  (1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ m) 
be distinct symbols. Let Gn = (V1,. . . ,  Vn , P, S, Z ) ,  where Vi = 
{A~jI1 ~<j~<m} ( l~<i~n)  and P={[S- -+x~0A~ "'" A~x~oA~ "" 
A~ "" x ,  oA~ "" As~]} w {[Al j  ~ x~Al~ .... , A,~ -+ xs~As~], [AI~ --+ A ..... 
A~- -~ A] ] 1 ~< j ~ m}. Clearly, G~ is an n-RLSMG, and L(Gn) is exactly 
the set (1). 
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LEMMA 5.5. Let n, m ~ l and x,~ in X* for l ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ m. Then 
the set 
~ ~ "" x ~ . . . .  XnoX~ "" x~;7~ l k, ~ O, 1 ~ i ~ m} r = {X~oX~ ""  x  ~.~o.~ ,~ 
is a finite intersection of languages in 5PB(1). 
Proof. For positive integers a, b, c, d such that 1 ~ a, c ~ n, 1 ~ b, d ~ m, 
let L(a, b, c, d) s,. ~kl~ . . . .  kl . . . .  k~ . . . .  k.2~ ~,1 .. 7~,m = (~10~11 ~lm ~20~21 ~2m "'" XnoXnl " Xnm ]hi j  ~ 0 
for 1 ~ i ~ n, i ~ j ~ d and k~b ~ kca}. Clearly, L is a finite intersection of 
suitable L(a, b, c, d)'s. Thus, it suffices to show that L(a, b, c, d) is in 5'~B(1). 
Let el, e 2 , ca, ca, e 5 be distinct symbols. The set L' = {ele2~e~e4~e5 1 k >/0} 
is clearly in 5°(1). Let ¢ be a substitution defined by ¢(el) ---- XloX ~ "" Xa(b_l)*, 
~(e2) Xab , ~(e3) * * ~- ~ Xa(b+l) "" " xc(a_l) , ¢(e4) ~ xea , and ¢(e5) ---- xc(a+l,* "" x*nm .
By Theorem 3.1, ¢(L') is in 5°(1). Moreover, since ¢(L') = L(a, b, c, d), 
L(a, b, c, d) is in 5~(1). Now since L(a, b, c, d) is bounded, L(a, b, c, d) is in 
5PB(1). 
From Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, we have: 
THEOREM 5.7. Let L ~ X* be in ~B • Then L is a finite union and inter- 
section of languages in 5PB(1). 
THEOREM 5.8. ~B (= °CPB) is the smallest family of languages containing 
5°B(1) and closed with respect o finite union and finite intersection. 
Proof. Follows from Corollary 5.3, Theorem 5.4, Corollary 5.4, and 
Theorem 5.7. 
6. DECISION QUESTIONS 
In this section, we briefly investigate some decision questions associated 
with simple matrix languages, right-linear simple matrix languages, and 
bounded languages. 
THEOREM 6.1. For each n >/2, it is recursively unsolvable to determine 
whether an arbitrary simple matrix language in 5~(n) is in 5P(k) for some 
1 ~ k < n. (Thus, it is recursively unsolvable to determine whether an arbitrary 
language in 5P(n) is a context-free language.) 
Proof. Let 271 and 272 be two alphabets uch that 2' 1 n 2:2 = ~. Let 
L2 C Z'z* be in 5P(n) and not in SO(k), k < n (Le exists by Theorem 2.2). 
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For each context-free languageL 1 _C ~'1", let L(L1) be the set L1272" t3 XI*.L ~ . 
Clearly, L(L1) is in ~9°(n) since 5P(n) is closed under union, and under con- 
catenation with regular sets. We now prove that L(L 0 is in 5~(k) if and only if 
L1 = 271". SupposeL1 = ZI*, theL(L1) = ZI*X~* is regular and therefore in 
5~(k). SupposeL 1 @ 27~* andL(La)is in 5P(k). Let w be in (271" --L~). Then 
L(L1) n wZ2* = wL 2 is in 5P(k) since 5P(k) is closed under intersection with 
regular sets. Moreover, by Theorem 3.8, L 2 is in 5P(k), a contradiction. Thus 
L(L,) is in 5P(k) if and only ifLx = 271". Since it is unsolvable to determine if
an arbitrary context-free language L 1 is 271" [3], the theorem follows. 
The following theorem follows from corresponding results for context-free 
languages [3]. 
THEOREM 6.2. For arbitrary simple matrix languages L 1 and L= is 5 ~ and a 
regular set R, it is recursively unsolvable to determine whether 
(1) L 1 = R, 
(2) L1 = 22*, 
(3) L 1 n L 2 is empty, finite, infinite, regular, or in 5~, 
(4) LI C L2 , 
(5) L 1 = L 2 . 
We now mention a few unsolvable problems pertaining to ~.  
THEOREM 6.3. Let x ~ (x 1 ,..., xn) be an arbitrary n-tuple of nonempty 
words in {a, b}* and L(x) = {bail "" bai~cxq "" xi~ [ k >/ 1, 1 <~ ij ~ n}. 
Then {a, b, c}* -- L(x) is in ~(2). 
Proof. Let R ={bah" -ba ikcz lk>~ 1, 1 ~ i j~n,  z in {a,b}*}. 
Clearly, R is regular. Since regular sets are closed under complementation, 
{a, b, c}* -- R is regular. Thus, {a, b, c}* -- R is in ~(2). Let Q= 
{ba i~ ''' bai~cz [ k ) 1, 1 ~ i~ ~ n, z in {a,b}*, z @ xq "" xik }. Then 
{a, b, c}* -- L(x) = Q v ({a, b, c}* --  R). Since ~(2) is closed under union 
(Theorem 3.2), we need only show that Q is in ~(2). 
Let Gz = ({A,,  B1, C~, D1, El} , {A2, B2, Ca, D=, E~}, P, S, {a, b, c}) 
be a 2-RLSMG, where P consists of the following rules (1 ~ i ~ n): 
(1) [s ~ &cAd;  
(2) [S -+ ElcE~]; 
(3) [A1 --~ baiA1, A2 --+ xiA2] ; 
(4) [A 1-+ baiBa,A2 --~ zB~] for each z in {a, b}* such that lg(z) < lg(xl); 
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(5) [B 1 --~ ba'Bx , B 2 --* B2]; 
(6) [B~ -~ A, B~ -~ A]; 
(7) [A~ -~ bWC~, A 2 --+ zC2] for each z in {a, b}* such that lg(z) ~- 
lg(x3 and z ~ x,; 
(8) [C 1 -+ ba'C1,  C~-+ C2]; 
(9) [C, --~ D1,  C 2 ~ D2]; 
(lo) [D~ ~ D~ , D~ ~ aD~]; 
(11) [D~-~ D, ,  O~ ~ bD~]; 
(12) [D, ~ A, D~ ~ A]; 
(13) [E 1 --~ baiE1, E2 -+ x,E~]; 
(14) [E~ ~ 31 ,  E~ -+ aD~]; 
(15) [E~ ~ D~,  Eo --+ bD~]. 
I t  is easily verified that S % w if and only if w is one of the following forms: 
(a) w = bail "'" bW,ba ~+~ "'" bai'+mcxil "'" x~z,  where j ) 0, m >~ 1, 
1 ~ ir ~ n, z in {a, b}* with Ig(z) < Ig(x~+l ). 
(b) w = b£1 ... ba i, ba~+~ ... bai,+,~cx,~ ... x~ z~, where j > /0 ,  m ) 1, 
1 ~ ir ~ n, z and ~ in {a, b}* with lg(z) = lg(x,,+) and z ~ x i ,+ .  
(c) w = ba i. . . .  bai~cx,~ ... xie~, where k /> 1, 1 ~ i~ ~ n, c~ in {a, b}* 
with lg(c~) ~ 1. 
Clearly, L(G2) C_ Q. We now show that Q _C L(G2). So suppose ba i~ "" baikcz 
is in Q for some k >/ 1, 1 ~ i  r ~n,  z in{a ,b}* ,z~x i~ ' "x i  k . I f z=A,  
then by (a) (letting j = 0 and m = k), we have that bail "" baikc is in L(G2). 
Suppose z @ A. Clearly, there exists j (0 ~ j ~ k) such that xi~ "'" x~ s is a 
maximal  initial subword s of z (i.e., xi~ "'" x,, is an initial subword of z, but  
xi~ "'" x~,+~ is not an initial subword of z). Note that if j = 0, we interpret  
xi~ "'" xi, as A. We consider two cases. 
• "" z'  for some z'  in {a, b}*. I f  Case 1. Suppose j<k .  Let  z =x/~ x~ 
Ig(z') < Ig(x~,~+), then by (a), ba i~ '' ' ba~cz is in L(G2). I f  lg(z') >~ lg(x,~+), 
then by the choice of j ,  xi:+~ is not an initial subword of z'. Thus  (b) applies 
and again ba i~ "" bW~cz is in L(G2). 
8 If x is in 2~*, then w in ~'* is a subword of x if there exist u and v in 2:* such that 
x = uwv. u(v) is an initial (final) subword of x. 
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Case 2. Suppose j = k. Then z = x i l  " ' "  x ik~ for some o~ in {a, b}*. 
Since xq "" xik ~ xi~ "'" xi~a, we must have lg(a) >~ 1. Thus by (c), bail "" 
baikcz is in L(G~). 
We have shown that L(G~) -~ Q, completing the proof. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let m >/2. It is recursively unsolvable to determine for an 
arbitrary language L C_ E* in ~(m) whether L = X*. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for m = 2. Let Z ~ (a, b, c} and 
x = (x 1 ,..., xn) and (Yl ,--., Yn) be two arbitrary n-tuples of nonempty words 
in {a,b}*. Let L(x) -={ba i l ' ' 'ba#~cxh' ' 'x i~ lk  >/ 1, 1 <~ ii ~n} and 
L(y) = {bail "" bai~cyil "" Yi~ ] k >/ 1, 1 ~ ij <~ n}. Clearly, L(x) and L(y)  
are in ~(2). By Theorem 6.3, Z* - -L(x)  and Z* - -L (y )  are in ~(2). Let 
L = (2J* --  L(x)) U (Z* -- L(y)). By Theorem 3.2, L is in ~(2). I f  we can 
decide whether L = N*, then by DeMorgan's Law, we can decide whether 
L(x) n L(y)  = ~.  The theorem now follows from the unsolvability of the 
Post Correspondence problem [5]. 
THEOREM 6.5. The following problems, with Lx , L~ varying over ~ and Y 
varying over the class of regular sets, are unsolvable: 
(1) L = Y? 
(2) L 1 = L~ ? 
(3) L 1 _CL 2 ? 
Proof. (1) and (2) are easily seen by letting L 1 = (2:* --L(x)) U (2:* - -L (y) )  
and Y = L2 = Z*. (3) follows from the unsolvability of the Post Corre- 
spondence problem by letting L 1 = L(x) and L 2 = Z* -- L(y). 
The following theorem is easily verified using Theorem 6.4 and a technique 
similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
THEOREM 6.6. For each n >~ 2, it is recursively unsolvable to determine 
whether an arbitrary right-linear simple matrix language in ~(n) is a context- 
free language or in ~(k)  for some 1 <~ k < n. Moreover, it is recursively unsol- 
vable to determine whether an arbitrary context-free language is in ~.  
The proof of the following theorem is again straightforward and is omitted. 
THEOREM 6.7. For arbitrary languages L 1 and L~ in ~,  it is recursively 
unsolvable to determine whether L 1 n L 2 is empty, finite, infinite, or in ~.  
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Finally, we consider decision questions related to bounded simple matrix 
languages. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let L C Z* be in 5~(n) and L' C_ [27"]~ be any n-CFL such that 
L = {x 1 ". Xn I (xl .... , x~) in L'}. Then L is bounded if and only if for each i, 
1 ~ i ~ n, P~(L') 9 is bounded. I l L  is bounded, then L C_ w~ "" w1~(1 "" w~ 1. "" 
w~kcn , where for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, w~l .... , Wlk(O are words in 27* such that 
P~(L') C_ w*  ... * W~k( i  ) • 
Proof. For each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, let Pi(L') be bounded. Then there are 
words w a .... , wi~(~) in 27* such that P,(L') _C w~ ... w,~(~ *  . Now let x be inL.  
Then by Theorem 1.1, there exist x 1,..., x~ in 27", x ~-x  1 "" x~, and 
(x 1 ..... x~) in L'.  Then x, is in P,(L') for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n (by the definition 
of P~(L')). Hence, x is in w~'"  wlk(~ )*  "" Wn*~ "'" w~k(~ )*  . We conclude that L 
is bounded and L _C w* --" wlk(a ) *  ." w* 1 "" wnl~(~)*. 
Now suppose L is bounded. Clearly, for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, Pi(L') is a set 
of subwords of words in L. Since a set of subwords of words in a bounded 
set is bounded [7], Pi(L') is bounded for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n. 
We will need the following theorem whose proof can be found in [7]. 
THEOREM 6.8. It is recursively solvable to determine whether an arbitrary 
context-free grammar G-~ (V,  P, S, Z )  generates a bounded context-free 
language. I lL(G) is bounded, then words w 1 ,..., wk in 27* can be effectively found 
such that L(G) C Wl* ... wk*. 
THEOREM 6.9. It is recursively solvable to determine whether an arbitrary 
n -SMG G ~ (V  1 ..... V~,P ,S ,Z)  generates a bounded simple matrix 
language. I f  L(G~) is bounded, then words w 1 ,..., wk in Z* can be effectively 
found such that L( G) C_ wt* ... w~*. 
Proof. Let G n ---- (V  1 ,..., V~, P, S, 2:) be an n-SMG. Then by Theorem 
1.1, we can effectively construct acontext-free grammar G' = (V' ,  P ' ,  S',  Z,n) 
such that L(G~) ---- {x 1 "" x~ ] (x 1 ,..., x~) in -r~(L(G'))). Now by Lemma 4.3, 
we can effectively find for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, a context-free grammar 
G i= (V  i, P~, S ~, 27) such that P~(-c~(L(G')))=L(Gi). The theorem now 
follows from Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.8. 
The next theorem has been shown for the case of context-free languages 
(see, e.g., [7]). Since the same technique of proof applies to the general case 
of simple matrix languages, we choose to omit the proof. 
0 Recall that P,(L') = {x, I ~xx ,..., xi-1, xi+l ,..., x~ such that (xl ,..., xn) in L'}. 
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TrmOREM 6.10. It is recursively solvable to determine for arbitrary simple 
matrix languages L 1 and L2, one of them bounded, whether (a) L 1 C L2,  
(b) L 2 C L1,  (c) L 1 = L 2 . 
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